1. Introduction

In recent years, highway construction in China has developed rapidly, and the scale and number of constructions have increased swiftly. In 2019, the total mileage of highways reached 5 million km, of which 143,000 km corresponded to expressways. Semirigid base pavement structures are the most extensively used ones in expressways owing to their high stiffness and high stability [1]. Under the cyclic effect of vehicle load and the rapid increase in traffic volume, a semirigid base layer undergoes a certain degree of plastic deformation, and some voids or even vacancies form at the bottom of the base layer, causing fatigue damage. Thus, in turn, results in the road structure no longer serving as a continuous and uniform support structure, which severely affects opening an expressway to traffic and its normal use, thereby threatening the healthy development of the society and the economy [2].

Numerous scholars have conducted studies on the fatigue characteristics of semirigid base asphalt pavement structures. In 2014, Maitra et al. established a numerical model based on fictitious crack and stress degradation approaches to theoretically study the internal crack growth and fatigue characteristics of a concrete pavement under cyclic loading [3]. In 2016, Hu et al. used digital image processing to detect the microstructure of asphalt mixtures, studied and analyzed the changes in their internal structure morphology, and obtained the relationship between the microstructure and the fatigue damage [4]. In 2018, Cheng et al. studied the fatigue characteristics of in-service cold central-plant recycling (CCPR) and hot mix asphalt (HMA) mixtures by indirect tensile fatigue tests and obtained their fatigue failure characteristics and fatigue life. Moreover, they proposed a method to calculate CCPR based on the fatigue test results, on-site traffic load, and HMA mixture displacement factor method [5]. In 2018, Barman et al. used the fatigue index $f_L$ to...
characterize the fatigue resistance of asphalt mixtures and tested the fatigue resistance of five different types using the indirect tension test data [6]. In 2019, Lv et al. conducted unconfined compressive strength, indirect tensile strength, and four-point bending strength tests on cement-stabilized crushed stone specimens under various loading rates to obtain the fatigue test stress ratio related to the loading rate and solve various problems. There exist uncertainty and nonuniqueness of fatigue characteristics in the single-load mode [7]. In 2019, Zhang et al. introduced loading frequency into the classic Chaboche damage evolution model, conducted theoretical analysis and laboratory tests, and established a new damage evolution model [8]. In 2020, Wei et al. studied the effects of frequency, load displacement, asphalt aggregate ratio, and aging degree on the fatigue performance and disturbance changes of large stone asphalt mixtures based on the viscoelastic continuum damage model method [9]. In summary, it can be seen that relatively there are many based on the viscoelastic continuum damage model method studies on the fatigue characteristics of road materials using traditional fatigue test methods; however, they have disadvantages, such as long test cycles, high capital investment, and lack of theoretical basis.

The traditional methods for repairing semirigid base asphalt pavement diseases include excavation and reconstruction, paving, grouting, and cement-based grouting repair technology. However, these methods have long construction and maintenance times; consume substantial manpower, material resources, and financial resources; and severely affect traffic [10]. In recent years, polymer grouting repair technology has been an emerging nonexcavation repair technology. It has been extensively used in the treatment of many hidden road diseases in China and achieved good results [11]. Shi et al. studied the compressive strength of polymer grouting materials having different densities and at different temperatures by uniaxial compression tests [12]. Liu et al. studied the compressive mechanical properties of polyurethane polymer grouting materials of different densities, and the results showed that polyurethane polymer grouting materials possess elastoplastic characteristics [13]. Bezzi and Scarpa comparatively analyzed the cyclic load tensile behaviors of conventional and expanded thermoplastic polyurethane polymers and studied the relationship between the decrease in their stiffness and the accumulation of energy dissipation and the number of cycles [14]. Pulungan et al. proposed a viscoelastic-viscoplastic damage model for polypropylene-based polymers, which was verified by three-point bending tests conducted at different loading speeds [15]. From the above studies, it can be seen that polymer materials have good mechanical properties and fatigue resistance.

In summary, although polymer grouting repair technology has been widely used in the treatment of many road diseases in my country and has achieved good repair results. However, there are relatively few studies on the long-term service performance of polymer grouting repaired roads, and the evolution of fatigue damage of the pavement structure after polymer grouting repair is not clear. Therefore, in this study, polymer grouting technology is used to repair the vacancy disease of a semirigid base asphalt pavement, and a fatigue damage model suitable for semirigid base materials and polymer grouting materials is proposed. A finite element software is used to modify the pavement structure before and after the repair. Mechanical response analysis, the repair effect of the polymer grouting to repair the void disease of the semirigid base, and the evolution law of the fatigue damage were studied, and the model was verified by indoor fatigue tests. This study has theoretical reference significance for the prediction of the remaining life of a semirigid base asphalt pavement and the repair of hollow semirigid base asphalt pavements by polymer grouting.

2. Material Fatigue Damage Model

2.1. Two-Stage Fatigue Damage Model of Pavement Structure Materials. In this study, based on the simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model, the evolution process of the fatigue damage of semirigid base asphalt pavement structural materials is corrected. Moreover, a two-stage fatigue damage model suitable for the rapid and steady growth of pavement structural material damage variables is established to study the evolution law of structural fatigue damage of a semirigid base asphalt pavement.

(1) Cumulative law of damage evolution in Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model

The simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model is [16]

\[
\frac{dD}{dN} = a \left( \frac{\sigma}{(1-D)} \right)^p,
\]

where \(a\) and \(p\) are the characteristic damage parameters of the material, \(N\) is the number of cyclic loading, \(D\) is the current damage, and \(\sigma\) is the load stress during the cyclic loading.

The fatigue damage model can describe the phenomena of different loading sequences and different damage conditions when multilevel loads are applied sequentially, which is highly convenient in finite element calculation. The damage evolution and accumulation rules of the simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model are listed in Table 1.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the initial damage of the material is assumed to be \(D_0 = 0\), the stress during the first cyclic loading is \(\sigma\), and the damage caused by the first cyclic loading is \(D_1 = a \sigma^p\). Assuming that the cyclic stress remains unchanged, the damage caused by the second cyclic loading is \(D_2 = a (\sigma/(1-D_1))^p\). Thus, the damage caused by the nth cyclic loading is \(D_n = a (\sigma/(1-D_{n-1}))^p\), and the total damage caused by the nth cycle is \(D_n = D_1 + D_2 + \cdots + D_n = a \sigma^p + a (\sigma/(1-D_1))^p + \cdots + a(\sigma/(1-D_{n-1}))^p\).

(2) Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model correction

The destruction of pavement structure materials is divided into two stages: crack formation and
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Table 1: Simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model damage evolution and accumulation law.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>σ</th>
<th>(D_N)</th>
<th>(D_M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\sigma_1)</td>
<td>(a_1^p)</td>
<td>(a_1^p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>(\sigma_2)</td>
<td>(a(\sigma_p(1 - D_1))^p)</td>
<td>(a_1^p + a(\sigma_p(1 - D_1))^p)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
<td>(\ldots)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>(\sigma_n)</td>
<td>(a(\sigma_p(1 - D_{n-1}))^p)</td>
<td>(a_1^p + a(\sigma_p(1 - D_{n-1}))^p)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

macrocrack propagation. When the fatigue damage reaches the critical value, \(D_c\), cracks are formed and macroscopic cracks begin to grow. In this study, the critical value of the fatigue damage \(D_c = 0.5\) [17]. The semirigid base material is brittle, and the fatigue life of the macroscopic crack propagation stage is relatively short. Therefore, this study mainly examines the crack formation stage and approximates the fatigue life of the used pavement structure material to the fatigue life of the crack formation stage.

In this study, the elastic modulus loss is used to define the material damage variable \(D\) as follows:

\[
D = 1 - \frac{E}{\bar{E}} \quad (2)
\]

where \(\bar{E}\) is the modulus of the damaged state and \(E\) is the modulus of the nondestructive state.

The simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model has a certain impact on the simulation analysis of the pavement structure damage field and the fatigue damage evolution process, and the model needs to be modified to a certain extent. From the simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model, it can be found that, in the controlled stress fatigue test method, the damage accumulation rate is determined by \(1/(1 - D)\). In this study, it is revised to \(1/(1 - D)^p\), so that, by changing the size of \(a\), the material damage accumulation rate is changed. The revised fatigue damage model is

\[
\frac{dD}{dN} = \begin{cases} 
\frac{a}{(1 - D)^p} \left( \begin{array}{c} \frac{\sigma}{(1 - D)^p} \end{array} \right)^p & (0 \leq D \leq D_m), \\
\frac{a}{(1 - D)^p} \left( \begin{array}{c} \frac{\sigma}{(1 - D)^p} \end{array} \right)^p & (D_m \leq D \leq D_c),
\end{cases} \quad (3)
\]

where \(D_m\) is 0.35 and \(D_c\) is 0.5.

(3) Two-stage fatigue damage model parameters

(a) Fatigue damage model material characteristic parameters \(a\) and \(p\)

In this study, the pavement structure is simplified as a single beam specimen. Moreover, the beam specimen is analyzed and deduced under a fixed load based on the damage evolution characteristics of a two-stage fatigue damage model and the material classic fatigue life formula to determine model parameters \(a\) and \(p\) [18–20].

① The empirical formula for the fatigue life of the pavement structure trabecular material under the controlled stress mode is

\[
N_f = A\sigma^{-B}. \quad (4)
\]

② Material characteristic parameters \(a\) and \(p\) are calculated assuming that \(a = 1\). Specifically,

\[
\frac{dD}{dN} = a \left( \frac{\sigma}{(1 - D)} \right)^p. \quad (5)
\]

③ The constitutive formula of the damaged material can be obtained from equation (2) as follows:

\[
\sigma = E(1 - D)\varepsilon. \quad (6)
\]

④ The relationship between the deformation and displacement of the static trabeculae can be derived as follows:

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{y}{\rho},
\]

\[
\sigma = \frac{E(1 - D)y}{\rho}, \quad (7)
\]

\[
\frac{dD}{dN} = aE^p\varepsilon^p, \quad (8)
\]

where \(\rho\) is the radius of curvature of the beam, \(\varepsilon\) is the plane section strain of the beam, and \(y\) is the distance from a point on the beam section to the neutral axis of the section.

⑤ Point \(C\) represents the point at the bottom of the beam on the cross section of the trabeculae:

\[
\varepsilon_c = \frac{y_c}{\rho},
\]

\[
\frac{dD_c}{dN} = aE^p\varepsilon_c^p, \quad (8)
\]

\[
\frac{dD}{dD_c} = \frac{\varepsilon^p}{\varepsilon_c^p} = \frac{y^p}{y_c^p}. \quad (9)
\]

⑥ Assuming that the position of the neutral axis does not change with the damage process, integrating equation (8) yields
The bending moment balance formula on the cross section is
\[
M = \int y \sigma \mathrm{d}A,
\]
\[
M = \int \frac{E(1 - (y_p/y_\epsilon)D_c)}{\rho} y^2 \mathrm{d}A
\]  \(\text{(10)}\)

If \( \bar{T} = \int y^2 (1 - D) \mathrm{d}A = \int y^2 (1 - (y_p/y_\epsilon)D_c) \mathrm{d}A \) represents the moment of inertia after the section is damaged, then
\[
1 - \frac{M}{E\bar{T}} = \frac{1}{\rho}.
\]  \(\text{(11)}\)

When the trabeculae are not damaged,
\[
\sigma_0 = \frac{M y}{I_0}, \quad I_0 = \int y^2 \mathrm{d}A,
\]
\[
D = \frac{p + 3}{p} \left\{ 1 - \left[1 - aN(\sigma_0)^{3(p + 1)/p + 3}\right]^{1/(p + 1)} \right\}.
\]  \(\text{(12)}\)

Considering the initial stress at point \( C \) as \( \sigma_c \),
\[
D_c = \frac{p + 3}{p} \left\{ 1 - \left[1 - aN(\sigma_c)^{3(p + 1)/p + 3}\right]^{1/(p + 1)} \right\}.
\]  \(\text{(13)}\)

When \( D_c = 0.5 \), the corresponding number of cycles, \( N_{cr} \), is the fatigue crack formation life.
\[
N_{cr} = \frac{p + 3}{3a(p + 1)(0.5)^p} \left[1 - \left(\frac{p}{p + 3}\right)^{p+1}\right] (\sigma_c)^{-p}.
\]  \(\text{(14)}\)

Comparing equation (1) with the empirical formula of fatigue life yields
\[
A = \frac{p + 3}{3a(p + 1)(0.5)^p} \left[1 - \left(\frac{p}{p + 3}\right)^{p+1}\right],
\]  \(\text{(15)}\)
\[
B = p.
\]  \(\text{(16)}\)

From equations (15) and (16), it can be seen that determining the classic fatigue life equation of the trabecular material can yield the two-stage fatigue damage model parameters of \( a \) and \( p \). Based on the parameter determination method used in this study and the empirical formula of the fatigue life of different pavement structure materials, parameters \( a \) and \( p \) of different pavement structure materials can be obtained, which are listed in Table 2.

(b) Fatigue damage model correction parameter \( \alpha \)

The accumulation rate of the material fatigue damage is determined by the current stress \( \sigma \) and \( 1/(1 - D)^\alpha \). When the stress is a fixed value, the larger the value of \( 1/(1 - D)^\alpha \), the higher the accumulation rate of the fatigue damage; the smaller the value of \( 1/(1 - D)^\alpha \), the lower the accumulation rate of the fatigue damage. This study defines \( 1/(1 - D)^\alpha \) as the sensitivity coefficient of the fatigue damage rate to the current stress.

When \( \alpha > 1 \), the sensitivity coefficient of the fatigue damage rate to the stress increases, which increases the damage field gradient. When \( \alpha < 1 \), the sensitivity coefficient of the fatigue damage rate to the stress decreases, which reduces the damage field gradient to correct the damage model effect. Therefore, \( \alpha < 1 \) during the model revision process.

This study uses a trial algorithm to determine the specific values of the two-stage fatigue damage model parameters: \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \). To this end, first \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are assumed, and they are combined with parameters \( a \) and \( p \). Subsequently numerical simulations are conducted, and the simulation results are compared with the test data. If the results are close, then the hypothetical values of \( \alpha_1 \) and \( \alpha_2 \) are valid; otherwise, they are reassumed. Following many trial calculations, this study yields \( \alpha_1 = 0.4 \) and \( \alpha_2 = 0.2 \).

(4) Two-stage fatigue damage model verification

Substituting the model parameters to obtain the two-stage fatigue damage model of a semirigid base asphalt pavement structure material can be expressed as
\[
dD \over dN = \begin{cases} 
  a \left( \frac{\sigma}{(1 - D)^{\alpha_1}} \right)^p & (0 \leq D \leq D_m), \\
  a \left( \frac{\sigma}{(1 - D)^{\alpha_2}} \right)^p & (D_m \leq D \leq D_c).
\end{cases}
\]  \(\text{(17)}\)

In this study, a two-dimensional finite element simulation of a typical semirigid base asphalt pavement structure material cement-stabilized gravel is conducted, and the simulation results of the fatigue damage evolution are compared with those of the indoor fatigue tests, as shown in Figure 1.

It can be seen from Figure 1 that the finite element simulation results of the cement-stabilized gravel material are in good agreement with the test results. This proves that the two-stage fatigue damage model used in this study can
The three-stage correlation coefficients, $R^2$, are 0.9185, 0.8249, and 0.7607, respectively. It can be seen that the fitting equations of the first two stages are highly correlated. Owing to the cyclic hardening of the polymer material in the third stage of damage evolution, the fatigue damage value is reduced to a certain extent. This study does not consider the third stage of damage evolution [22].

Therefore, the polymer D–N fatigue damage model used in expressway grouting repair is

$$D = \begin{cases} -0.03207 \times e^{(-N/(29.7877))} + 0.03192 & (N < 100), \\ a(-0.01616 \times e^{(-N/(2450.51))} + 0.04014) & (100 < N), \\ 0.04014 & (N > 10000). \end{cases}$$

where $a$ is 0.626 to ensure the continuity of the damage curve.

3. Research on Fatigue Characteristics of Semirigid Base Pavement

3.1. Numerical Simulation Research. In the engineering field, in the process of studying the fatigue characteristics of the actual pavement structure, the method of finite element numerical analysis is usually used to realize it. In this section, based on the ABAQUS finite element software, the user material subroutine of the damaged material is written, the damage variable is introduced into the constitutive equation of the damaged material, and the fatigue characteristics of the pavement structure under the traffic load are numerically simulated and analyzed.

(1) Basic assumptions

This study makes the following assumptions about the pavement structure model based on the theory of a multilayer elastic system of asphalt pavements [23]:

① Each structural layer is composed of isotropic materials, which are continuous and uniform elastic layered systems.

② The soil foundation is infinite in the horizontal and vertical directions, and the other structural layers are infinite in the horizontal direction.

③ Only the vertical displacement and stress are continuous between the layers, without considering frictional resistance.

(2) Model description

In this study, considering the symmetry of the pavement structure and load, the fatigue damage calculation time is extremely long [24]. A 1/2 pavement model is selected for the analysis. The size of the model is length × width × height = 6 m × 6 m × 3 m. The pavement structure consists of six parts: SMA-13, AC-20, AC-25, cement-stabilized macadam base, cement-stabilized gravel base, and soil base, as shown in Figure 3.
Avoid an area of size $50 \times 20 \times 0.5$ cm set in the middle of the bottom of the base layer, as shown in Figure 4.

The parameters of the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure materials and polymer grouting materials are listed in Table 3 [25].
(3) Model boundary conditions and mesh division

The bottom of the model is completely fixed. The left and right sides of the model limit the displacement in the $Z$ direction and the rotation in the $XY$ direction, and the front and rear sides limit the displacement in the $X$ direction and the rotation in the $YZ$ direction. Contact surfaces between the surface layer and the base layer and between the base layer and the base layer are established. It is assumed that the two contact surfaces will not be separated and are in a bound state to ensure the continuous transmission of their vertical stress and displacement, as shown in Figure 5.

In the dynamic response analysis, the model uses a 0.1 m $\times$ 0.1 m grid division, and the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure and the polymer material model use C3D8R hexahedral-reduced integral units.

(4) Cyclic traffic load setting

In this study, the vehicle wheel load is simplified as a double rectangular vertical uniform load, and the rectangular size is 0.2 m $\times$ 0.167 m. The load surface is a load moving belt based on a single-axle two-wheel group. With reference to the standard wheel diameter of 21.3 cm, the center distance between the two wheels is 31.9 cm, and the two-wheel track of the load moving belt is set as 20 cm. The wheel track distance is 10 cm. The traffic load is directly applied to the vacant area, and FORTRAN programming is used to compile subroutines to realize the cyclic movement of the load. The speed of the vehicle load is set as 6 m/s. A schematic of the traffic load action area is shown in Figure 6.

Table 3: Road structure and related parameters of polymer grouting materials.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structural layer</th>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness (cm)</th>
<th>Modulus of elasticity (MPa)</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Density (kg/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upper surface</td>
<td>SMA-13</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle surface</td>
<td>AC-20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under surface</td>
<td>AC-25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>Cement-stabilized macadam</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>2300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subbase</td>
<td>Cement-stabilized gravel</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subgrade</td>
<td>Compacted soil</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polymer</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4: Layout of void area at bottom of base layer.

Figure 5: Boundary condition setting diagram of pavement structure model.

Figure 6: Schematic of traffic load action area.
3.2. Indoor Fatigue Test. In order to verify the accuracy and rationality of FEM, this paper has produced the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure model specimens under three working conditions: complete, voided, and polymer grouting repair. The servohydraulic fatigue test system is used for cyclic compression fatigue test operation, by collecting the number of load actions under fatigue failure of each working condition and the mechanical response change data under repeated loads and comparing and analyzing the fatigue damage evolution law of the three test conditions.

3.2.1. Production of Model Specimens. Considering the limitations of actual pavement structures and the indoor fatigue test conditions, this study uses semirigid base asphalt pavement structure model specimens to simplify the SMA-13 upper layer, AC-20 lower layer, cement-stabilized macadam base, and cement-stabilized macadam base. The four parts have thicknesses of 5 cm, 5 cm, 10 cm, and 10 cm, respectively.

(1) Fabrication of test piece of asphalt surface model
Asphalt surface course model specimens are formed of rut plates. The dimensions of the rut plates are 300 mm × 300 mm × 50 mm. Asphalt, SBS-modified asphalt, and 70# ordinary asphalt are used. The rut plate mold and the rut plate rolling machine are as shown in Figure 7.

The gradation of the SMA-13 asphalt concrete aggregate is summarized in Table 4.

The SMA-13 asphalt concrete production mix ratio is 0–0.6 mm mineral powder: 0–3 mm gravel: 3–5 mm gravel: 5–10 mm gravel (basalt): 10–15 mm gravel (basalt) = 11%: 11%: 5%: 30%: 43%. The best oil-stone ratio is 6%; the amount of lignin fiber is 0.35% of the total mineral aggregate. The relative density of the asphalt mixture gross volume is 2.457 g/cm³, and the porosity is 4%.

The gradation of the AC-20 asphalt concrete aggregate is summarized in Table 5.

The AC-20 asphalt concrete production mix ratio is 15–20 mm gravel: 10–15 mm gravel: 5–10 mm gravel: 3–5 mm gravel: stone powder = 6%: 29%: 20%: 14%: 31%. The best oil-stone ratio is 4.7%, the relative density of the asphalt mixture gross volume is 2.431 g/cm³, and the porosity is 4.5%.

After producing the rut plate test piece, the rut board is cut into a small test piece of 300 mm × 100 mm × 50 mm, as shown in Figure 8.

(2) Production of model specimens of cement-stabilized macadam base course

The middle beam mold is used to form the cement-stabilized crushed stone semirigid base course specimen, of size 100 mm × 100 mm × 400 mm, as shown in Figure 9.

The gradation of the cement-stabilized crushed stone is provided in Table 6.

The production mix ratio of the cement-stabilized crushed stone semirigid base is 20–30 mm crushed stone: 10–20 mm crushed stone: 5–10 mm crushed stone: 0–5 mm crushed stone = 27%: 23%: 17%: 33%. The cement content is 5%, the cement strength is 32.5, the best water content is 5.5%, and the maximum dry density is 2.33 g/cm³.

After the static pressure test piece is formed, it is cured under standard conditions for three months. The test piece is as shown in Figure 10.

(3) Composition of the pavement structure model
This study uses a 5 cm SMA-13, 5 cm AC-20, 10 cm cement-stabilized macadam, and 10 cm cement-stabilized macadam as the upper surface, under surface, base layer, and subbase layer, respectively, to simulate the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure. Between the upper and under surfaces, petroleum asphalt is used as the adhesive layer to bond the two layers into a whole. A void area is set at the bottom of the base layer, and the void size is set as 10 cm × 5 cm × 3 cm. It is shown in Figure 11.

3.2.2. Test Process. In this study, the repeated compression fatigue test method under a controlled load mode is used for testing. The test instrument is MTS-250kN (servo hydraulic fatigue testing machine), the stress load is 1.2 Mpa, the load frequency is 10 Hz, and the minimum load P_min of the sine wave load is set to 10% of the maximum load P_max. The test instrument is shown in Figure 12.

The basic process of the test is as follows:

(1) The layout of the sensor is as follows. The strain sensor is set directly under the load; to the bottom of the base layer, two resistance strain gauges are attached. On the top of both the base layer and the fixture below the base layer, thin-film pressure sensors are fixed. The sensor layout diagram is shown in Figure 13, where the yellow box represents the empty area, a blue triangle symbol denotes the location of a resistance strain gauge, and the blue circle symbol represents the location of a pressure sensor.

(2) Repeated fatigue compression operations are performed on the three structural model specimens of the complete pavement structure, voiding, and polymer grouting repair, respectively, as shown in Figure 14.

(3) The number of load actions and the mechanical response data of the pavement structure are detected, extracted, and analyzed for the fatigue failure under each working condition, and the results are compared to the numerical simulation fatigue damage evolution.

4. Result Analysis

4.1. Analysis of Calculation Results

(1) Comparative analysis of dynamic response of pavement structure models under three working conditions
Figure 7: (a) Rutting plate mold and (b) rutting plate rolling machine.

Table 4: SMA-13 asphalt concrete gradation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh size (mm)</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>12.5</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>4.75</th>
<th>2.36</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passing rate</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>85–100</td>
<td>50–75</td>
<td>20–28</td>
<td>16–14</td>
<td>10–12</td>
<td>8–12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: AC-20 asphalt concrete gradation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh size (mm)</th>
<th>26.5</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>13.2</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>4.95</th>
<th>2.36</th>
<th>1.18</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passing rate</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td>87.6</td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>59.6</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>26.1</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: Specimen after cutting rut plate.

Table 6: The gradation of cement-stabilized crushed stone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mesh size (mm)</th>
<th>31.5</th>
<th>26.5</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>13.2</th>
<th>9.5</th>
<th>4.95</th>
<th>2.36</th>
<th>1.18</th>
<th>0.6</th>
<th>0.3</th>
<th>0.15</th>
<th>0.075</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passing rate</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: Cement-stabilized crushed stone molding test piece.

Figure 11: Different working conditions for structural layer model specimens. (a) Complete model test piece of pavement structure. (b) Model test piece of structural layer void. (c) Structural layer repair model test piece.

Figure 12: MTS-250 kN (servo hydraulic fatigue testing machine).
A standard load of 0.7 MPa was applied to the vacant area for a single movement, and three working conditions, complete base course, vacant, and polymer grouting repairs, were compared and analyzed. This study selects the three working conditions when the moving load moves to the top surface of the void to draw the Mises stress and vertical displacement comparison diagrams, as shown in Figures 15 and 16, respectively.

It can be seen from Figure 15 that the Mises stress in the void position of the pavement structure base layer is 217 kPa and that stress concentration occurs. After the polymer grouting repair, the Mises stress at the void position is reduced to 176 kPa.

Compared to the void condition, after the repair, the Mises stress is reduced by 69%, which proves that polymer grouting is effective in repairing the void in the base layer.

It can be seen from Figure 16 that the vertical displacement of the empty position of the pavement structure under the empty condition is 480 μm, which after the polymer grouting repair is 319 μm. Compared to the vacant condition, the vertical displacement after the repair is reduced by 61%, which proves that polymer grouting repair can significantly reduce the vertical displacement of the semirigid base asphalt pavement.
Comparative analysis of distribution law of fatigue damage field of pavement structure model under three conditions

This study selects a 1.2 MPa cyclic load to analyze the fatigue damage field distribution law of the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure. In view of the three working conditions of the pavement structure base course integrity, voiding, and polymer grouting repair, a pavement structure with repeated loads of 4.65 million times is selected as the research object (when the repeated load is 4.65 million times, the fatigue damage basically reaches 0.5). The element integration point where the fatigue damage variable \( D \) first accumulates to 0.5 is selected as the origin to establish a three-dimensional coordinate system. The vehicle travel direction is the \( X \) direction, the road plane perpendicular to the vehicle travel direction is the \( Y \) direction, and the vertical direction is the \( Z \) direction. The distribution diagrams of the fatigue damage field on the \( x \)-, \( y \)-, and \( z \)-axes of the three working conditions of the road structure model are shown in Figures 17–19, respectively.

From Figure 17, in the \( X \) direction, when the road bears 4.65 million repeated loads, the fatigue damage \( D \) at the bottom of the base layer directly above the void area is the highest. At the bottom of the base layer 0.5 m away from the void area, the three types of works of the fatigue damage of the condition model are not much different, indicating that the void disease has a limited impact on the overall road. After the polymer grouting repair, the fatigue damage \( D \) in the \( X \) direction is significantly reduced, indicating that the polymer grouting has voided the bottom of the semirigid base asphalt pavement base. The long-term repair effect is remarkable.

It can be seen from Figure 18 that, in the \( Y \) direction, when the road is subjected to 4.65 million repetitive loads, the fatigue damage \( D \) presents a single-peak curve, and \( D \) is the highest at the bottom of the base layer directly above the void area. At the center line of the wheel track, the road damage is the most significant, where the load is approximately 0.75 m on both sides of the load. The impact of the load on the road fatigue damage is reduced; after the polymer grouting repair, the fatigue damage \( D \) in the \( Y \) direction is significantly reduced, indicating that the polymer grouting affects the base. The long-term repair effect of voiding is remarkable.

It can be seen from Figure 19 that, in the \( Z \) direction, when the road bears 4.65 million repeated loads, the fatigue damage \( D \) reaches the maximum at the bottom of the base layer and gradually decreases upwards. The fatigue damage \( D \) at the bottom of the base layer is relatively significant, and the upward fatigue damage \( D \) decreases, being basically reduced to 0. The impact range of the cyclic load on the road is from the road surface to 0.8 m below the surface, with a greater impact being on the bottom base layer and above the structural layers of the pavement structure. The \( Z \) direction fatigue damage \( D \) is noticeable after the polymer grouting repair decreases, indicating that polymer grouting has a significant effect on the long-term repair of the voids at the bottom of the semirigid base asphalt pavement base.

(3) Comparative analysis of cumulative evolution law of fatigue damage of pavement structure models under three conditions
Under the action of traffic cyclic load, a semirigid base asphalt pavement structure will experience accumulation of fatigue damage. As the number of loads continues to increase, the fatigue damage will develop until macro cracks appear. In this study, a 1.2 MPa cyclic load is used to analyze the cumulative evolution of the fatigue damage under three working conditions: bottom of the pavement structure base is completed, voided, and polymer grouting repaired. The fatigue damage degree under the three working conditions varies with the number of loads, as shown in Figure 20.

![Fatigue damage distribution in X direction](image)

**Figure 17:** Fatigue damage distribution in X direction at bottom of base under three conditions.

![Fatigue damage distribution in Y direction](image)

**Figure 18:** Fatigue damage distribution in Y direction at bottom of base under three conditions.

![Fatigue damage distribution in Z direction](image)

**Figure 19:** Fatigue damage distribution in Z direction corresponding to three working conditions.

It can be seen from Figure 20 that, under the action of a 1.2 MPa cyclic load, when the number of load actions is 5,00,000, the fatigue damage degree of the hollow pavement structure model reaches 0.2813. When the number of load actions is increased from 5,00,000 to 2 million, the fatigue damage $D$ is increased to 0.423; when it is increased from 2 million to 5 million, the fatigue damage variable $D$ reaches 0.5223. With the increase in the number of loads, the development rate of the fatigue damage in the void position of the pavement structure decreases. After the polymer grouting repair, when the number of loads is 5,00,000, the growth rate of the fatigue damage decreases, and the cumulative development of fatigue damage is relatively slow. When the number of load actions reaches 5 million, the cumulative fatigue damage of the pavement structure is 0.3691, which is reduced by 29% compared to that of the hollow structure, which significantly reduces the degree of fatigue damage. This proves that the polymer grouting has a good repair effect of the semirigid base layer hollow disease effect.

To analyze the impact of different loads on the fatigue damage of the semirigid base asphalt pavement structure, this study uses 1.0 MPa and 1.4 MPa tire ground pressures to act under the three working conditions, as shown in Figures 21 and 22, respectively.

It can be seen from Figures 20–22 that the greater the tire ground pressure, the fewer the number of load actions required for the fatigue damage factor of the pavement structure to reach 0.5. When the tire ground pressure is 1.4 MPa, the cyclic load acts 1,00,000 times. Subsequently, the fatigue damage of the intact pavement structure exceeds that of the
polymer grouting to repair the pavement structure. This is mainly because the polymer material fatigue damage model is reoriented after the repeated compression of the polyurethane molecular chain under a low-stress ratio, resulting in crystallization and cyclic hardening.

4.2. Analysis of Test Results. The number of load actions required for the three pavement structure model working conditions to reach failure is shown in Figure 23.

It can be seen from Figure 23 that the number of load actions required for the complete, repair, and void structure models to reach failure is 269416, 244318, and 117215, respectively. The formula for calculating the repair effect \( N \) is \((N_r - N_v)/(N_c - N_v)\), and the long-term use performance repair effect of the pavement structure model can reach 83.51%.

Based on the strain value extracted from the test and the corresponding load action times, the tensile stress values of the same load acting under the three working conditions corresponding to the same position are not much different. Moreover, the relationship between the fatigue damage variable \( D \) and the load action times can be obtained. The bottom is the research object, and the cumulative evolution law of the fatigue damage under the three working conditions is compared and analyzed. The specific analysis is as follows.

It can be seen from Figure 24 that when the number of load actions is less than 100, the fatigue damage value does not change much. When the number of load actions is greater than 100, the more the number of load actions, the greater the fatigue damage value of the pavement structure, showing a two-stage change. The fatigue damage value of the pavement structure base layer has the fastest increase in the empty condition, and the number of load actions is the least at the end of the second stage. The growth rate of the fatigue damage value of the polymer-repaired pavement structure is significantly reduced compared to that of the empty pavement structure. At the end of the second stage, the number of load actions is basically the same as that of the complete pavement structure. Similar to the numerical simulation results, at the same location, under the comparison of the three working conditions, it is reflected in the fatigue damage accumulation level. Compared with the polymer grouting condition, the void damage accumulation is slower. The cumulative evolution trend of the fatigue damage in the
three working conditions is basically consistent with the numerical simulation results, which verifies the rationality of the numerical model.

5. Conclusion

This study uses the finite element method to establish a three-dimensional numerical model of a semirigid base asphalt pavement structure and compares and analyzes the mechanical response and fatigue damage evolution law of the pavement before and after vacant polymer repair. The model is verified by indoor fatigue tests. The following conclusions are drawn:

(1) The simplified Chaboche nonlinear fatigue damage model is revised, and a two-stage fatigue damage model suitable for semirigid base materials is established. The cyclic compression fatigue test data of polymer grouting materials are subjected to regression analysis and shown to be suitable for high $D - N$ damage evolution model of polymer materials.

(2) Under the action of a 0.7 MPa standard load, the vertical displacement and Mises stress value of the vacant position of the vacant polymer-repaired pavement structure base layer are reduced by 61% and 69%, respectively. This indicates that polymer grouting technology repairs the semirigid base layer, and the effect of voiding disease on the asphalt pavement base is good.

(3) Under a 1.2 MPa cyclic load, the fatigue damage factor increases with the increase in the number of repeated loads, but the development rate of fatigue damage of pavement structure is decreasing. When the repeated loads increase from 5,000,000 times to 5 million times, the fatigue damage factor of the pavement structure is 0.5223 when the base layer of the pavement structure is empty. The fatigue damage factor of the pavement structure after the polymer repair is 0.3691, which is 29% lower than that of the empty structure. Prove that the polymer grouting repair method can effectively reduce the degree of fatigue damage.

(4) Under different tire contact pressure, the fatigue damage of the pavement structure after the polymer repair is lower than that of the empty pavement structure. And the greater the tire contact pressure, the fewer the number of load actions required for the fatigue damage factor of the pavement structure to reach 0.5 and the shorter the time for the fatigue failure of the pavement structure. Under the action of 1.4 MPa cyclic load, the accumulation of fatigue damage of polymer-repaired pavement structure is smaller than that of complete pavement structure.

(5) With the increase of the number of fatigue test loads, the development rate of the fatigue damage degree of the three working conditions at the bottom of the base layer basically shows a downward trend. Moreover, at the same location, the accumulation of fatigue damage under polymer grouting conditions is slower than that under void conditions. It can be seen that the cumulative evolution trend of fatigue damage is basically consistent with the numerical simulation results, which verifies the rationality of the numerical model.
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